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Dublin invites you
to the
WAS Christmas
Party!
December 3, 2022
2:00 PM

at his home, otherwise known
as the Loflin’s house,
35392 Gore Drive
Albany, OR
Please bring a dish to share.
There is a gift exchange also.
See page 3 for more details.
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Here is What Dublin Wants You to Know
About the WAS Christmas Party
The WAS Christmas Party will be here before you know it. It is set for Saturday,
December 3rd at 2:00 PM. The Loflin’s have generously offered to open their home to
all WAS members. Their address is 35392 Gore Drive, Albany, Oregon.
As always, there will be a potluck. WAS will supply the meat course. The club will
also provide soft drinks and water. Members are asked to bring the following based on
your last name:
A-K = dessert
L-N = salad or side dish
O-Z = main dish
You have the option to participate in the gift exchange or not. It’s strictly up to you.
If you want to participate, bring a wrapped present, one per person or one per family.
The value should be around $15.00. After dinner, numbers will be given to every
participant. One gift = one number. The person holding #1 will pick a wrapped gift.
The person holding #2 has the choice of taking person #1’s gift or opening a new one.
If a gift is taken from someone that person may take a new gift or take a gift from
someone else. A gift is only allowed to be taken three times. After that it is “frozen.”
Confused? Don’t worry, you will have lots of people willing to point out a gift is
“frozen.” That’s part of the fun. The number one rule, of course, is to have fun.
Your ballooning family is looking forward to hanging out with you during this
festive season.
See you at the party! Dublin will be there to greet you.

Please Vote!
Now is the time to vote for the 2023 WAS Executive Committee.
The current slate of officers is listed below. No one is opposing
them, but you can write in someone else if you choose.
The candidates are:
◊ Sallie Loflin for President
◊ Norma Ashley for Vice President
◊ Larry Simburger for Secretary/Treasurer.
◊ Write-in candidate (just be sure to list the office).
Send Dale Justice an email at Outerlimits41@aol.com
or you can use snail mail (Dale Justice, 2902 E. 2nd St., Unit 76,
Newberg, OR 97132) to indicate your preferences.
The Results will be announced at the WAS Christmas Party, so send
in your vote ASAP.
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When To Call It a Day
by Laura Hancock

As balloonists pondering a time
to hang up our burners, we consider
several factors, but age is the factor
that has been on my mind lately. It’s
not just the number, as we all age
differently. Many of us fly and crew
into our retirement years because we
truly love it, long after our bodies
don’t. Ballooning is demanding
in all the ways a sport can be. It
requires strength. It requires fast
thinking and faster reflexes. And
then there’s that whole memory
thing. There are daily questions
we all ask ourselves out loud and
nonchalantly brush off as we age.
“Where are my keys, where are my
glasses?” But when operating an
aircraft, the questions and answers
are crucial.
Where is my checklist?
Did I turn the tank off, set the
top, give a safety briefing, call for
weather?
Am I annualled and insured?
Are we still flying legally and
ethically?
Are we still manning the wheels
of our chase rigs and maneuvering
our trailers safely?
I wonder if myself and my
crew are still fit and sharp enough
to be safe, or if we are all just
safe because we are lucky. Is the
confidence that we have in our
abilities just unbruised egos, blessed
by uneventful flights and incidentfree log entries? Can we still
physically and mentally plan and
execute a safe flight? Should we? I
wonder what my peers say about my
driving, my flying, or my decisionmaking. What about our aging crew?
Should we still kindly ask their
weary bodies and minds to rise early
from much needed sleep, or lift and
haul more than their aging bodies
should? Should I be doing normal
retired-person things? Am I “getting
too old for this shit?” I wonder if
AeroStats

we all start feeling these intrusive
thoughts creeping in. The most
jarring question that I internally
struggle with is this:

If I’m not a balloon pilot,
who am I?
Being a pilot is a huge part of
my identity, and I wonder if I will
know when to call it a day. There‘s
a big difference between “can quit”
and ”should quit”. In Gallup last
December, an incident forced me
to take a really good look at all of
these things. We didn’t make the
front page or the news at all. No one
was hurt. The balloon system wasn’t
compromised. There were no angry
landowners or FFA involvement.
Same passenger briefing. Same
winds. Same Gallup scenario. Just
setting up for another landing,
nothing unusual.
A second later, WHAT WAS
THAT??
My passenger and I both held on
tightly in two places, and hunkered
down in the basket, bracing for
impact.
Bend your knees,
Hold on,
Don’t burn.
Be ready for anything.
Land.
I have replayed this event over
and over in my mind, later asking
my passenger and witnesses what
happened, what did they see? I
December 2022 • Volume 24, Number 11

didn’t feel like we were in danger.
I wasn’t taking unnecessary risks.
In the basket we couldn’t see what
eyes on the ground witnessed as a
potential catastrophe unfolding. The
gravity of the situation wouldn’t
hit me until we were safely on the
ground, but at that moment I wasn’t
even afraid. I was just flying the
balloon, like hundreds of times
before. Had I missed something?
Did I HIT something? In my head,
my own voice is running in circles.
The Gallup, NM Jurassic bluff
sandstone walls are approximately
400 feet high. These bluffs are tall
narrow fingers with enough room
between each of them to land several
balloons.
The winds are usually calm to
3 knots from the east. As the sun
warms these bluffs the winds pick
up to 5 knots or so. With wind and
walls there are rotors and back
up winds. Nothing drastic just…
noticeable.
I was flying my cousin, Nancy,
and gave her my standard preflight briefing and then repeated
my landing briefing before starting
down. I started to make my final
descent and I flew past the edge of
the bluff to avoid the back-up wind
and vented hard enough to confirm
my landing. We started down the
sheer soft sandstone wall. About
100 feet down the 400-foot wall,
we heard a really, really loud crack
and the basket lurched forward
Continued on page 5
Page 4

needed them. Thirty years of
repetition, being present, and having
continued from page 4
all my ducks in their rows kicked
in like clockwork. In an instant,
to a horizontal position. Then
everything I had been learning
straightened out. Then the rotor hit
my whole career kept us safe (and
and pushed us upright into the wall
alive). So did the other experienced
and then we landed. Hard enough
balloon crews that packed us up,
to bounce once, right side up, with
amazed that we were OK. All of
the help of several astonished
these things came together in the
fellow balloonists. The basket was
span of moments. The experienced
fine. The envelope was fine. We
community we come to rely on was
were fine.
there in a heartbeat, ready to help.
What just happened? WHAT just And then, just like the Lone Ranger,
happened?
they disappeared into the desert. It
According to witnesses along
all happened so fast, I never had a
the sheer sandstone wall there was
chance to thank them. Thank you.
a nearly invisible outcropping of
Had any part of my balloon or my
sandstone. It was protruding just
judgment been compromised that
enough to momentarily stop 1/4 of
day in Gallup, I doubt the outcome
the basket from descending.
would have been the same. I was
This all transpired in about 30
doing everything I was supposed
seconds.
to be doing, checking everything
Spectators, including Larry
I needed to check that day and
Simburger and his crew, thought for throughout our flight. Though my
sure that we had been ejected from
balloon and I were operating at
the basket or crushed or mangled.
full capacity and the crew around
We were fine. Just another flight.
me was capable and on top of their
Were we lucky? No, we were
game, I am still shaken by it. Ten
trained.
months of questioning and mostly
And very fortunate to be part of
sitting on the bench have passed
the family of balloonists.
(with a new knee, courtesy of
Things could’ve gone horribly
Johnson and Johnson) and I still
wrong, but thankfully didn’t. We
think of that day and how differently
were lucky that day, but I wasn‘t just it could’ve gone. I have spent a
lucky- I was trained.
lot of that time asking myself,
I was trained, and 100% of the
my friends, and my fellow pilots,
balloon and all of my wits and
“Should I call it a day?”
experience were there when I
Unforeseeable danger happens
all the time. We don’t live or fly in
a vacuum. We can get so familiar
with the motions and confident in
our skill that we forget that we are
just one of the factors in the flight
that makes everything go right. Or
wrong. The situation can turn on a
dime at any time, for no reason at
all. Learning from our experiences,
good or bad, is still a part of the
experience no matter how old and
achy we feel or how confident we
are. Am I still up for this? Can I still
do this job? Am I doubting myself
Laura’s cousin, Nancy Feather flew in
because I am not operating at my
Morning Glory at the Red Rocks rally.
best, or just because I am older? Do

When To Call It a Day
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I wait for
someone
else to
make that
decision for
me, or do I
gracefully
take my
leave?
Asking
this of
ourselves
is an
Red Rocks 2021 crew: (left
important to right) Pam Feather,
Laura Hancock, Gerald
part of
Bales, John Feather and Lu
being a
Samuels.
responsible
balloonist.
It weighs heavily on my mind.
It is imperative that we reflect and
question these things—not just
because we are aging, but because
that’s what all good pilots should
do. Facing that hard decision with
open eyes is difficult, but accepting
the answer to the questions we don’t
want to hear is crucial. The choice
to hang up the gloves can never
diminish a lifetime of experience
or make us any less than what we
trained to be.
To periodically reassess and
be honest with ourselves and
our limitations is a part of being
responsible. Accountable. As an
aging person, I may ponder my
retirement plans and search for the
glasses on my head, but everything
that I rely upon in myself and others
as a tenured pilot was there the
instant that I needed it to be. For me,
for now, that is enough to ease my
mind and keep me on the burners.
My consensus for now is this: I am
a balloon pilot- a good one, with a
beautiful balloon. I am still strong,
my ability is still there, and I still
love to fly. The decision is still mine
to make, and I have time.
And I’m not ready to be
something else just yet.
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License to Learn

by Adam Magee
Reprinted from “Touch and Go,” newsletter from Balloons Over Iowa, November 2022
“License to learn,” it’s a common theme echoed by many, and
one that I say to everyone I have the
honor to award a pilot certificate to,
as a Designated Pilot Examiner. A
license to learn is nothing more than
an understanding that continuous
improvement is key to safety and
continued enjoyment in ballooning.
Far too often pilots choose to stop
learning and jeopardize safety and
the continuation of fun flying.
License to learn for new pilots
When we think about a license to
learn, often it is said to and in recognition of a new pilot who is just beginning their flying careers. For the
fledgling balloonist, the excitement
and invincibility of being a brandnew pilot can sometimes cloud judgment leading to safety concerns. I
often refer to this as the “mountain
of ignorance”. As the pilot accumulates their first 100 hours, their confidence is at an all-time high while
their wisdom, combined knowledge,
and experience is often low. The first
100-ish hours of a new pilot is often
the most difficult. The balloon is
usually flying the pilot, not the pilot
flying the balloon. The balloon is
usually damaged by some pilot error
– it could be burned, draped over a
fence, stuck on a light pole, or any

Thank You!
I want to acknowledge Dale
Justice and Norma Ashley who
faithfully proof this newsletter
each and every month. Their
efforts are not seen by any of
you, but believe me, they make
this a much better publication!
Shari Gale,
Volunteer Editor
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number of other things. The pilot
usually has many issues upon landing including poor landing choices
that require walkouts, hard landings
that injure themselves or passengers, or near misses with obstacles
on the ground. These moments of
actual learning via narrowly avoided
screw-ups is where we get the term
license to learn.
You see, we all know these near
misses of a reportable NTSB accident will occur and we (as an entire
community of aviators) have tried to
rationalize its existence by simply
saying it happens to all the new pilots. But does it ever end?
License to learn for all pilots
The truth is your pilot certificate is always a license to learn. As
you gain wisdom, knowledge, and
experience it is incredibly easy to
become complacent. A complacent
pilot often thinks flying is easy or
their flying skill is superior and will
get them out of any situation. As I
have discussed in a previous article,
having a fear of flying (to a point) is
healthy. The good fear that lives inside of us keeps us safe by questioning our decisions and thought process. An absence of this voice inside
our heads increases risky behavior
and could lead to an accident.
As a pilot gains experience, it is
also incredibly easy to show signs
of FAA hazardous attitudes such as
macho (“I can do it!”), invulnerability (“It won’t happen to me!”),
anti-authority (“Don’t tell me!”), impulsivity (“Do something quickly”),
and resignation (“What’s the use?”).
A pilot’s “slope of enlightenment”
is almost never a consistent upward
curve. There are numerous peaks
and valleys until a pilot (hopefully)
reaches the plateau of sustainability.
As a pilot gains flight hours, they
don’t magically become immune to
December 2022 • Volume 24, Number 11

accidents or bad decisions.
No one woke up and decided
that today is a great day to have an
accident. As I have dedicated the last
decade to studying the details of ballooning accidents and ways to improve hot air balloon education and
training, I have always wondered,
what is it that makes one person
have an accident and another not? Is
it all just fate?
Risk Management
A retired FAA Inspector once
told me that to prevent an accident
you need to have three buckets full:
knowledge, skill, and luck. While it
is understandable that the more time
you spend learning and improving
your skill will keep your knowledge
and skill bucket full, the luck bucket
always confused me. How can I control my luck? Will I be lucky when
faced with a situation? Who knows?
In studying accidents, what I
found was luck is your risk management bucket. How lucky you are
or how much luck you need to get
out of a situation depends on your
ability to manage risk. The less risk
averse you are, the more quickly
you will drain the bucket or depend
upon luck to bail you out. Whereas
the more risk averse you are, the less
likely you are to rely on luck to keep
you safe.
The Lockhart accident is a perfect example of this. The pilot’s attitude is well documented pre-flight.
Never did it cross his mind that he
was going to have a catastrophic
accident and kill so many innocent
people on that day. It was a risky
day for a flight. The pilot had flown
numerous risky flights just like that
many times. He probably did not
think much of it. His luck bucket
had been depleted and he did not
know it. With the snap of a finger,
Continued on page 7
Page 6

License to Learn
Continued from page 6

the conditions were just right for an
accident that would bring regulation
that will reshape ballooning.
Other accidents are not so extreme, but still show the same signs.
A pilot’s knowledge and experience
alone cannot prevent an accident;
risk management plays a large part
in keeping pilots safe. The key is a
pilot must be aware of risk and mitigate the risk. It is easy to read NTSB
reports and pick apart items the pilot
was not aware of. Whether it is an
airworthiness issue on their balloon, flying an unfamiliar balloon,
prescription medications the pilot
was on, over-the-counter meds the
pilot was on, the pilot’s physical or
mental health, the weather, external
pressures, etc., all these things are
easy to see post-accident. The difference between an accident or not is
often razor thin and boils down to if
the pilot was able to become aware
of the higher risk elements of their
flight and properly manage the risk,
thereby limiting the amount of luck
needed.

The license to learn

The FAA Safety Team was created to lower the accident rate in
general aviation. The WINGS pilot
proficiency program allows pilots
to keep their knowledge and flying skills sharp by participating in
educational sessions and actively
flying with a flight instructor. The
FAA Safety Team also develops and
promotes risk management and risk
management tools in flying.
Participation in the FAA Safety
Team is free. Your tax dollars pay
for the program and resources created. It is a no brainer to participate
and continueto learn as much as
possible. I highly encourage pilots to
become active with the FAA Safety
Team and to work with their local
FAA office to become a volunteer
FAA Safety Team Representative.

To me a license to learn is a fire
that burns internally to a pilot. It’s
the desire to gain knowledge and
experience, but it’s also the passion
to continuously improve, be the best
pilot you can be, and have the ability to take a step back and analyze
yourself to become aware of risky
behavior. Not all pilots possess this
internal fire from the beginning.
Sometimes it’s acquired through narrowly avoiding screw-ups or having
an accident. While for some it never
appears. The biggest threat to the
future of ballooning isn’t regulations, drones, decrease in landing
spots, etc. The biggest threat to the
future of ballooning is safety. Safety
is our freedom to fly. Many have
called the pending medical certification rule for commercial balloon
operators a politically charged
rulemaking, but it is nothing more
than the old saying “regulations are
written in blood,” if we want to prevent politicians or regulators from
making rules, we simply have to be
safe. If we want the next generation
to be interested in ballooning, we
have to be safe. So that when they
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FAA Safety Team

open up Snapchat and TikTok they
do not see countless videos of balloons out of control and injuries. The
first impression everyone has of ballooning should be how safe it is, not
how risky it is. In 1926, aviation industry leaders believed the airplane
could not reach its full commercial
potential without federal action to
improve and maintain safety standards. At their urging, the Air Commerce Act was passed, and the rest
is history. Today we have the safest
and most efficient aerospace system
in the world with an extremely high
level of safety in commercial aviation. There is one thing in ballooning
that I can guarantee will change. The
national airspace system of today
will not look the same 30 years from
now. Whether or not ballooning is
still around in its current form will
depend on our collective internal fire
for safety and willingness to continue to learn, grow, and be the best we
can be. You have a license to learn,
don’t ever stop learning.
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Local Safety Seminar
Coming in 2023
Wow! Finally!
Covid seems to be getting behind
us now. It’s time to organize a faceto-face safety seminar again!
Tim Gale is working out an
agenda, seeking a meeting location,
and gathering ideas.
The date has been set. It will be
held on Saturday, March 11, 2023
from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm in
Jefferson, Oregon.
He will put in the paperwork to
get a BFA sanction and Wings credit
for participants.
Get the date on your calendar
now.
It you have a topic you want to
see covered, please contact Tim at
habsafety@icloud.com.

2022 Aeronaut/Crew of the Year Awards
The Willamette Aeronaut
Society’s Aeronaut of The Year
Award and Crew of The Year
are annual awards presented to
individuals who have made a
significant contribution to the Sport
of Ballooning during the past year.
The Award process is as follows:
• Nominations, complete with a
description of why the Award should
be given, are received from the General Club Membership by the Executive Committee;
• Nominations are reviewed for
appropriateness as defined in the
Aeronaut/Crew of The Year Procedures.
• The Award is presented during
a General Meeting, or other appropriate occasion.

It is time to consider nominees
for the WAS 2022 awards.
Please consider accomplishments that your fellow Aeronauts
(Pilots and Crew) made during the
year 2022 and nominate those you
feel have made a significant contribution to the Sport of Ballooning.
Any WAS Member is eligible for
nomination. In addition, when significant contributions by others have
been made, by someone outside of
WAS, they may also be considered.
Nominations should include a
description of the Nominee’s accomplishments. Nominations should be
sent, or e-mailed, to Dale Justice at
Outerlimits41@aol.com no later
than November 28, 2022 in order to
be considered.

It’s time to renew your WAS
membership for 2023
You will find an application on the following page. Simply fill it out,
write a check and mail it in to Dale Justice.
His information can be found at the bottom of the form.
You have the option to bring the application and your check to the
WAS Christmas Party on December 3rd.
You may pay your dues electronically if you prefer.
The link is:

https://www.wasballoon.info/14d9b-home/membership-application-and-dues/

AeroStats
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2023 WAS Membership Application
Name:
❏ Pilot ❏ Crew ❏ Interested in hot air ballooning
Birthday: Month
Day
Address:
City: 		
State: 		
Date Submitted:			
Home Phone #: (
)
Cell Phone #: (
)
E-Mail Address:
@
BFA Membership #:

Zip:

Pilot/Crew Achievement Awards
BFA Crew Level:
FAA Wings Level:

BFA Pilot Level:
Other:

Family Member Information
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:

❏ Pilot
❏ Pilot
❏ Pilot
❏ Pilot
❏ Pilot

Membership Type
❏ Charter ($20) ❏ Single or Family ($20)

❏ Crew
❏ Crew
❏ Crew
❏ Crew
❏ Crew

❏ Newsletter Only ($10 outside Oregon & SW Washington)

Membership

The Willamette Aerostat Society communicates via e-mail, the WAS Facebook page and the website. We
recognize and respect our member’s privacy. If you do not wish personal information about you shared with
other members, please indicate below. Your personal information will never be published on our website. It
might be shared with other club members if a request is made unless you prefer to opt out.
Please use a 2nd page if there are
two pilots in the family, or if you
have family members with additional information such as cell
phone # and/or BFA #’s.

❑ Do Not share name
❑ Do Not share address
❑ Do Not share phone number
❑ Do Not share cell phone number
❑ Do Not share e-mail

Mail completed form with fees to:

AeroStats
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Electronic Payment Option:

https://www.wasballoon.info/14d9b-home/membership-application-and-dues/
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Willamette Aerostat Society
Waiver
Willamette Aerostat Society Mission Statement
 To promote the sport of Hot Air Ballooning
 To educate new balloonists and the public
 To embody safety in all aspects of Ballooning
 To do all we can to support and encourage land owner relations
 To support our fellow balloonists and crews personally and in our sport

To obtain Member Contact information,
send an e-mail to the Secretary/Treasurer.
For Privacy reasons, AeroStats will not publish member
contact information without their express permission.

Contact and Submissions

Submissions of articles and photographs are encouraged and welcome! The editorial staff reserves the right to determine the suitability of a submission for inclusion in the newsletter.
Please email your pictures, articles, and comments to:
sharigaleOR@gmail.com

Advertising Policy

Club member’s ballooning related or event information is published on a
space available basis at no charge.
Business Advertising by Club members is considered Commercial Advertising,
subject to fees shown below.
Material must be submitted in computer word processing format
with pictures in JPG format.
AeroStats reserves the right to decline publishing submitted information.

Commercial Advertisement Space Rates

Full Page — $30
1/2 Page — $20
1/4 Page — $15
Business Card — $10
Ads will be published for 3 consecutive months, or until withdrawn, for the fee shown above.
The publishing of advertising in AeroStats does not imply
an endorsement of the ad or its contents.
Text and images will be printed as submitted by advertisers.

AeroStats is a monthly
publication
of the
Willamette Aerostat Society.
WAS welcomes you to reprint
material from this newsletter
by individuals or
balloon club organizations
for their personal
or organization use.
We ask that you credit WAS,
AeroStats and the author
in any reuse of newsletter material.
Commercial use of material
(articles or images)
for any reason is prohibited
without the express
written consent
from the
Willamette Aerostat Society.
Material to be considered for
publication should be
mailed or e-mailed to the
Newsletter Editor at
sharigaleOR@gmail.com
Publication deadline
is the 2nd Saturday of each month.
AeroStats reserves the right
to deny publication
of submitted material
for any reason.
Material published in AeroStats
does not imply endorsement
by WAS, its officers,
newsletter editor, or its members
of an event.
Nor does it imply agreement with
opinions, comments, or endorsement
of any product.

Front Cover:

Just a little whimsy by Shari Gale, showcasing “Emerald” owned by Sallie Loflin.
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